
COMMUNITY GUIDELINE

The City of Albany recognises that street 
trees play an integral role in the aesthetic and 
environmental aspects of streetscapes within the 
City.

However, in some cases, the retention of all trees 
might not be feasible, reasonable or desirable.

These guidelines have been formulated to 
ensure that the City of Albany manages and 
maintains street trees in accordance to best 
practices and to allow for their protection and 
preservation, whilst ensuring the public safety is 
not compromised.

Due to the hazardous nature and liability 
concerns of tree felling, residents / occupants are 
not permitted to remove street trees themselves.  

The City retains sole authority over any street 
tree removal and makes the final decision as to 
whether a tree is removed.

City of Albany Street Trees

This guideline is intended to provide 
answers to commonly asked 
questions regarding the City of 
Albany’s maintenance of street trees.

These are some possible reasons for tree removal:Background

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDELINE

• The tree has been assessed by a qualified City Officer / Contractor as being
diseased and beyond repair or dead.

• The tree has been irreparably damaged by a storm event.
• The tree is considered hazardous to motorists / pedestrians.
• The tree is affected by road widening requirements, location of services or

other necessary infrastructure.
• The tree is in dangerous contact with overhead powerlines.
• The tree impinges on the development potential of abutting properties with no

reasonable design alternatives.
• To allow for the construction of an essential City of Albany approved crossover.

These are NOT reasons for tree removal:

• The tree obscures or potentially obscures views (other than minimum safety
sight lines for pedestrians or vehicles).

• The tree species is disliked.
• The tree species causes nuisance by way of leaf, fruit, bark shedding etc.
• The tree blocks a non-essential crossover or road verge treatment.
• The tree shades private property.
• Any pruning that is contrary to AS 4373-2007 ‘Pruning of Amenity Trees’.

From time to time pruning of street trees 
may be necessary to remove diseased, 
dead or dangerous branches.
Trees will not be pruned, lopped or 
disturbed to improve views or to reduce 
shading onto private property.
If you notice a dangerous tree that requires 

Pruning of street trees pruning please contact the City of Albany on 6820 
3000 to report the issue. 
If it appears that the tree is interfering with a power 
line, please call Western Power on 13 10 87.

For more information contact: 
Reserves Officer 
staff@albany.wa.gov.au 
www.albany.wa.gov.au




